Become a member at CCIA-BML

The Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture of Beirut and Mount Lebanon (CCIA-BML) is a non-profit private organization working for the public benefit. The Chamber is committed to provide high value business support services to its members and to the private sector in Lebanon at large, a leading role recognized by the business circles since over 120 years.

The wide array of services offered by the Chamber are targeting the various Lebanese business segments:

- Mainly, member enterprises: around 15000 member enterprises,
- Public bodies: Ministries, Municipalities, public authorities such BDL, NSSF, Port, IDAL, etc.
- Private bodies: Chambers; sectoral & professional Associations, Syndicates, NGOs, joint Chambers, Joint Business Councils,
- Regional and foreign bodies: Embassies, Joint Chambers and business councils, International programs and funds; regional, EU and International Chambers, etc.

Direct Benefits of adherence
- Full access to the pool of 15000 member enterprises from different sectors
- Reference letters to facilitate doing business with third parties at local and international levels
- Entry in VIP invitees mailing list to pertinent sectoral conferences and events organized or hosted by the Chamber
- Taking part in relevant outbound business delegations led by the Chamber and getting exposure to wide regional and international networks
- Participating in B2B business matchmaking events organized by the Chamber to optimize adherents’ business activities
- Alert of important bids & tenders opened by the Chamber
- Participating in the Chamber’s activities within the EU funded projects: travel, training, outsourcing activities, etc.
- Special rates for enrolling the trainings offered by the Lebanese Training Center at the Chamber
- Access to the services of the Lebanese Mediation and Arbitration Center at the Chamber to settle business disputes
- Free access to statistics, business and economic information within the Center for Economic Research at the Chamber
- Alert about relevant calls announced by EU & international programs and funds: USAI, UNIDO, EuropAid, etc.
- Visibility exposure in the Chamber’s online export directory and publications
- Entry to publications mailing list: The Lebanese Arab Magazine, Econews, economic & sectoral reports, etc.
- Belonging to the Chamber grants a prestigious status to adherents for being members of the leading reference business organization in Lebanon.